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 zip - 5849984 bytes - 973 downloadsAdd us on Facebook! We want to make it easy for you to download our files!Q: Possible to change the index of the middle element of a linked list? Given the following Node implementation: class Node { int value; Node next; } In the following list: I want to change the middle element from the Node 4 -> Node 2. If I change it to 2 -> Node 4, the original list is
lost. A: If the list is not a doubly-linked list, you can use the standard remove-node functions: public Node removeMiddleNode(Node head) { Node lhs = head, rhs = head; while(lhs.next!= null && rhs.next!= null) { lhs = lhs.next; rhs = rhs.next; } if(lhs.next!= null && rhs.next!= null) { lhs.next = rhs.next; if(lhs.next == null) { return null; return lhs; Treasury yields hit one-month highs on market
confidence and the positive economic data for the month of June. The U.S. Commerce Department said Friday that the nation's gross domestic product (GDP) grew at a 3.2% rate in the second quarter, matching the consensus estimate, following a 3.3% growth in the first quarter. That's the fastest pace of economic expansion since 2014. But the market rally is also being fueled by U.S. President
Donald Trump's tariff threats and promises of new economic action. Trump said earlier this week that he would meet with China's leader at the G20 summit in Japan later this month if no deal was reached. Trump's top economic adviser, Larry Kudlow, said Friday that Trump was looking to achieve a deal at the summit in Osaka, Japan. "The market is pricing in Trump's Chinese threat. It's the

primary reason why Treasury yields are rising and equities are 82157476af
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